Simon Bean --- Super Urgent

By Anna Von Reitz
I received this message today and am forwarding it on to everyone on my email lists and FB page.
https://www.facebook.com/simon.beanmbe/videos/2790785417621679/
Essentially, the information shared by Lord James in Parliament about the take over of British military
and security services has now been corroborated by British military officials.
If not stopped, on November 1, 2019, the entire British military will be taken over and placed under
the administration of Brussels --- the HQ of Evil responsible for the operations of the Vichy French UN
Corp.
This is the result of "the UK" ---not the Queen, not the United Kingdom and not Great Britain--signing treaties to this effect some years ago in Lisbon, but as we all know, the "UNITED KINGDOM"
is bankrupt and we are the actual Priority Creditors--- not Germany, not Brussels.
This thus represents a matter of grave concern to the American Government as it attempts to usurp
upon our fiscal position and also attempts to allow Secondaries to bring false claims in commerce
against the UK "in our names".
None of these Secondary Creditors have any credible position and are not enabled to speak for us.
That goes double for the IMF.
We hereby serve and publish Notice to Donald Trump in his Office as President of the United States,
that we do not consent to this misrepresentation by Brussels and do not advise nor desire a
foreclosure on the British military.
Once again, the Pope is on the wrong side of the issues, and is attempting to set up another fraud
scheme in which the United Nations organization would be used as a storefront covering for the UN
Corp, and the Vichy French and Swiss Nazi collaborators responsible for most of this Mess, in much
the same way that the Roman Catholic Church has been used and abused as a storefront for these
same crooks and flim-flam artists. .
It is more than past time that we all woke up and weighed in.
We have less than a month to save Britain, and though its sins be as scarlet, this is not the fault of
the British People and should not be allowed to endanger or compromise their National Security.
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